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Cloudy.
High: 5055. Low:
30s.
SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 50-55. Low : 30.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: upper 50s.
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Celebrating 70 years as the Student Ne\YSpaper of Murray State Universtt¥

News
The University has offered
organizations on campus the
option of renting new oncampus facilities for meetings
and gathering places. The
plan is mostly aimed at
sororities.

Patton conducts roundtable
•Education: MSU hosted
a roundtable Thursday to
discuss the future of higher education in the state.
BY j ASON

YATES

STAFFWRrm

Seepage2

OpEd
f0~iiijm:J Alan Weixler, a

freshman from
Louisville,
encourages
people to spark
up conversations in the unlikeliest of
places -- the dreaded elevator.
Seepage

Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton
was on Murray State campus
Thursday morning discussing
the fmer points of post-secondary education during the
first meeting of the Regional
Roundtable on Planning for the
Future of Post-Secondary Education in Western Kentucky.
Approximately 100 representatives from education, govern-

ment and business and industry job opportunities would be more not believe it his job to be an
attended the roundtable.
accessible. According to the gov- expert. on postsecondary educaMSU President Dr. Kern ernor, education is the key.
tion. He believes he needs to
Alexander opened the meeting
"It does not matter how hard know enough to debate the topic
which took place in the Curris we work, if we do not have the and if a problem arises, know
Center ballroom. Alexander tools, we can not be productive,• what to do.
expressed his views on the Patton said. "We can no longer
Patton concluded his speech
importance of education to a per- compete with the world on man- by discussing the high points of
ual labor. In the long run, we House Bill No. 1, a legislative act
son's success.
"Educated people are more must compensate with educa· aimed at reforming the post-secadaptable, resourceful, keep tion."
ondary institutions in Kentucky
Patton said the foundation of . passed last May.
options open and are more
future-oriented."
Alexander education, elementary schools, is
Patton challenged those in
said.
going in the right direction in attendance to make sure higher
Following Alexander's intro- Kentucky. It is up to post-sec- education keeps moving forward.
duction, Gov. Patton took the ondary education to build the
"For the rest of our lives, we
podium. Patton stated that his house on the foundation.
must never again neglect the
career has centered around tryThe governor said he considers responsibility of letting post-secing to improve the economy and himself a leader and administra- ondary education to fall behind
making businesses profitable so tor to lead the charge, but does in Kentucky again," he said.

D.mny VoweiVThe News

Gov. Pa ul Patton addresses the
crowd at Thursday's roundtable In the Curris Center.

Jackson
sweeps
election

5

CollegeL(/e
Are some students dating
differently than others?
Sometimes it seems hard to
find the time and money to
date. Find out how others
are managing to do it.

•Politics: Democrat Bob Jackson
of Murray won the election for the
1st District state Senate seat with
69 percent of the uote.
BY

C.D.

BRADLEY

EDfTOit•IN..CHIEf

Seepap,e
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Sports
The Murray State football
team lost its second consecutive Ohio Valley Conference game Saturday, falling to
Tennessee Tech 16-13.
Chris Weatherly/ The News

janice Stuart and Nathan Galloway, both of Graves County, use WaJkman headphones to listen for voting return
results in Bob Jackson's election night headquarters. Jackson won going away with nearly 70 percent of the vote.

Seepage
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Reader's Choice
The votes have come in and
have been tallied; the people
have spoken; and now it is
time to find out who the
winners are in The Murray
State News's first Reader's
Choice Awards.

See page

8
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MSU support helps
elect new Senator
BY

C.D.

BRADLEY

Analysis

EDITOR•IN•(HIEf

The backing of Murray State, or
at least many visible and highranking people associated with the
University, helped with Bob Jackson's overwhelming victory in this
week's special Senate election.
Jackson has a long affiliation
with the University. A 1985 graduate, he is a former president of the
MSU Alumni Association. He also
serves on the board which nomi-

-Tuition: Murray State
students are facing a rise
in tuition rates over the
next two school years.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
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Plea.'IC see SUPPORT/15

Bob Jackson holds his daughter, Marlel,
after the victory announcement.

Please see ELECTION/15

Tuition to increase next two years for MSU

STAff WRITER

New sNt tnzbe1>:

nates the possible members of
trustee boards for the Kentucky
state universities.
Kern Alexander, president of
MSU, and Sid Easley, chair of the
University's Board of Regents,
wrote letters on Jackson's behalf to
area papers, and Alexander attended Jackson's victory party at the
Shoney's Inn Tuesday night.

Democrat Bob Jackson crushed his opponent, Dick Dissinger, in the race for the 1st
District Kentucky Senate seat. Tues day's
election ended with 69 perct>nt of the votes
cast for the Democrat from Murray.
The race was considered important by
experts across the state because of the possibility of a Republican win, in which case
the state Senate would have been evenly
divided along party lines, marking the first
time ever the Democrats did not hold a
majority. But as results started coming in,
it became obvious which way the outcome
would go.
"I'm obviously happy at the outcome,
and I'm extremely happy about the margin," Jackson said. "I was surprised; It was
much greater than I expected. Calloway
went 3 to 1 and Graves 2 to 1, and I didn't
expect that. I was helped by knowing a lot ·
of people in the area and getting help from
a lot of good people, which is what you
need to win an election."
Dissinger, a Mayfield Republican, suggested the cause of the outcome was the
bigger than normal push from Democrats,
especially those in Murray, to get Jackson
elected.
"Obviously the people of Murray and
CalJoway wanted the seat very much, and
those in Graves were not as interested in
keeping the seat," he said.
Dissinger went on to say the race was a
clean one and he wants to stay involved.
"It was nice to see, for the most part,
there was no mudslinging," Dissinger said.

Paying for college will become
harder next year for students,
due to an increase in tuition in
the fall.
Currently, the price for an instate undergraduate student to
attend Murray State is $900 per
semester, but once the tuition is
increased, students in that cate·
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gory will be looking at paying
"There is a several-month
$960 per semester in 1998 and process in which the institution
$1,010 in 1999.
will bring the funding issue to
Tom Denton, vice president of the table, but we can't finalize it
administration,
said
the just yet," he said.
He also said there are prioriincrease in tuition is in part to
aid the extra funding of schools ties the University must address
financially with the extra money
and the state itself.
"One of the major parts of the before anything else.
"Basic recurring priorities
increase is for funding for higher
education and state funding," he established by the University
said. "The increase is based on like personnel, student- recruit·
an established formula and is ment retention and technology
how the state arrived at the will be funded by the extra
rates."
money," Denton said.
Phil Bryan, dean of AdmisDenton s11id it is too early to
know how {he extra money will sions and Registrars, said the
increase will affect both the stube used on campus.

dents and the University.
"It will cost more for students
to come to school here, and the
Univer:;ity will make more
money off tuition," he said.
Not only does the increase
affect Murray, but University of
Kentucky and University of
Louisville will also be hit hard
by the increase.
University of Kentucky instate undergraduate students
currently pay $1,200 per semester. In the 1998-99 school tenn
they will have to shell out
$1,340 per semester, · an 11.7
Please~ T UITION/1 5
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Scrapbook seminar
begins on Nov. I S
A "Scrapbook Seminar"
will be hosted by ~urray
State University on Nov.
II, from 6:30 p.m. to 9
p.m. It will also be held on
Nov. IS, from noon to 4
p.m. The course will be
taught in Room 221 of the
Collins Center for Industry and Technology.
The seminar will offer
creative techniques to put
together your scrapbook.
A $40 registration fee will
cover a photo-safe scrapbook, a package of adhesives, and a non-fade
marker. Please bring some
pictures or memorabilia to
practice with.
To register for the seminar or for additional information, call 762-3662
locally or toll-free at 1800-669-7654 outside of
Calloway County.

'Art on a Xerox
Copier'· course
offered Nov. 8
l

Murray State University's
community
education
course, "Art on a Xerox
Copier," is being offered
during the holiday season.
The course will provide
informative workshops on
how designs such as, Tshirts, greeting cards, gift
bags. and calendars can be
created through xerography.
The course will be held
on Saturdays from I0 a.m.
to noon, beginning Nov. 8
and lasting through Dec. 6.
Meetings will be held in
the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology
on campus.
There will not be a
meeting held on Nov. 29,
the Saturday following the
Thanksgiving holiday.
A registration fee of $60
. will cover supplies other
than personal items used
by participants. Anyone
interested can register by
calling 762-3662 or 1-800669-7654 outside of Calloway County.

Briefs compiled by Lori Burling, Staff Writer

/
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Organizations could get meeting room
•Proposal: The Universi- 100-feet long and would accomty plans to build meeting modate two different organizations. The facility would conhalls for campus organiza- tain two chapter rooms that
tions. So far, sororities are would share a common kitchen,
the only organizations two restrooms and st orage
space.
showing interest.
Both designs will be one
level, but have vaulted ceilings
BY SARAH W IGHT
so they would be theoretically
CoLLEGE LtFE EDITOR
as tall as two stories.
The facilities will not be
New on-campus facilities for
Murray State's Panhellenic designed for anyone to live in
sororities could become a reali- them.
Yeatts anticipates that the
ty as early as next fall if any of
the five organizations choose to interior color scheme and furniaccept the University's propos- ture selection will be left to the
individual organizations.
al.
The outside of both designs
The University is currently
in the process of negotiating will look basically the same and
and finalizing a layout design will be designed in the same
and rental contract with the style that is being considered
for the future residential colsororities.
There are two proposals leges, said Don Robertson, vice
under consideration. One plan president of student affairs.
is to build an individual unit
"if we can build them the way
for each organization that we like, they'll be beautiful,"
would be 25-feet wide by 50 Yeatts said. "They'll certainly
feet, said Dewey Yeatts, direc- be an asset to the university. I
tor of facilities management.
think everyone will want to
The units would include a have one."
large chapter room with a large
The proposed facilities will be
fireplace, a kitchen, two built on the area ofland behind
restrooms, storage space and a Winslow Dining Hall, beside
balcony.
the housing office. The area is
The second proposal is a unit large enough to accommodate
that would be 25-feet wide by eight of the individual units or

The option of obtaining this fo r. They are old and they were
four of the larger units, Yeatts
type of facility would be avail- not built to be sorority houses.
said.
"We don't have much land able to any organization that The plumbing and electrical is
that they can be built on, really could afford to meet the month· old and we have to meet state
regulations and the properties
this is the only option," Robert- ly rent, Robertson said.
son said.
The concept of having on- are a lso expensive. We've made
However, Robertson said he campus rooms for sororities is do and done well with what we
believes the location in the mid- not a new one at Murray State. had, it just doesn't fi t our
dle of residential colleges is an The Panhellenic sororities orig- needs."
ideal location.
inally had their own'designated
Robertson
said,
"We've
space
in Swan Hall until the looked at different proposals
"1 believe it will create more
of a sense of cooperation building was torn down to including floors on residence
(between residential colleges make room for the Martha halls, we've looked at convert-·
and sororities)," Robertson Collins Industry and Technolo- ing the wings into ch apter
said. "They will coexist and I gy building in 1988. The sorori- rooms for the sororities, but the
believe they will compliment ties then decided to rent prop· the best scenario was to build
new facilities."
each other. If anything, we erties off campus.
want to boost the Greek sysMorgan also felt that new on"I think the sorority advisers
tem, enhancing them and mak- have been wanting to move campus faci lities is the best
ing them more attractive."
back on campus almost since option among those that have
The University will borrow they moved off," Robertson considered.
the money to build the units said.
"I see this as a positive," Morand the sororities will pay rent
The desire to find other hous- gan said. "I think it will make
to the amount o(the monthly ing options for the sororities our sisterhood closer. I think
mortgage payments.
has come from several different their will be more of a feeling of .
tradition if we always have all
The specific amount of rent factors, Morgan said.
will not be determined until
"Through the years with risk our events in the sall}e place. I
after the design has been cho- management being what it is know personally I'd like to
sen and finalized, Yeatts said.
now it makes it a large respon- move in tomorrow."
Robertson said, "It should be
The University will pay for sibility to have houses," Mora plus, something the sororities
the utilities, upkeep an·d basic gan said.
maintenance on the units.
"One of the main concerns is can be proud of. It will be
"This option would be finan- that we do not have facilities impressive to perspective stucially beneficial both for the large ·enough to hold our meet· dents. It would be a positive
sororities and the University," ings or events," Morgan said. symbol to have all of the sororsaid Jeannie Morgan, adviser "The houses do not accommo- ities all located together, it will
date what they are being used give them more of a presence."
of Alpha Gamma Delta.

Cable agreement signed

Going to class

high-speed, and could be
quickly sleployed."
The system is expected to be
ixnplemented in phases, with
the entire system operational
uary.
within two to three months. If
an goes well with the testing in
the residential colleges, the
BY j OHN K. M OORE
cable modems are expected to
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
l{e offered to tbttJ~ population.
Cable modem access came
"We felt that cable modem~
closer to reality this week
would increase the network
when a five-year contract was
assets on campus and build
silned
between
Murray
future off-campus applications
Cablecomm and Murray State.
allowing for network integraThe contract is an agreement
tion in 'at-home' work environfor Murray Cablecomm to proments for faculty, students and
vide high-speed data access to
staff," said Denham
the Internet from the residenWith the growth of the Unitial colleges and various on
versity and efforts to keep curand off-campus buildings.
rent with technology, the cable
Students will benefit from modem appears to be a worthfaster ·modem access in their while solution for both campus
rooms, while faculty and staff and the community.
will have the option of using
"This modem solution for the
the same access in other Uni- University helps keep Murray
versity buildings using cable State on the cutting edge of
modems.
technology, making the UniThis agreement will help versity more attractive to
solve several problems for the potential students and faculUniversity at one time.
ty," said Burnette Ferguson,
"We had several immediate general manager of Murray
and long-tenn data and net- Cablecomm. "As Murray State
working issues we were facing continues to grow, so will our
at the University, and the community and its economic
cable modem gave us an oppor- base. We have always enjoyed
tunity not only to solve some of the relationship we have and
our immediate objectives, but will continue to have with
also allow us some flexibility in Murray State."
long-range preparations for
The cable modern will be
future communication needs," offered alone or with the pursaid Mark Denham, manager chase of cable TV service in the
of networking and microcom- residential colleges beginning
puter services.
in January. However, TV ser"Murray Cablecomm worked vice wil1 not be necessary for
with us in designing a net- the cable modem to function
working system using cable properly.
modems that was affordable,
"Whoever chooses to pur-

•Internet: Faster Internet
access will be possible for
students in the residential
colleges beginning in Jan-

Students speak at
Collegiate Honors
Conference
Two Murray State University honors students
made presentations during
meetings at the National
Collegiate Honors Conference in Atlanta. Greg
Valentine. a junior from
Paris, Tenn., and Suzie
Cardiff, a senior from Elizabethtown, Ky. made the
presentations. Valentine
spoke on creating a honors culture, while Cardiff
spoke on the issue of family violence.
Mark Malinauskas, director of the MSU Honors
Program, also gave a panel
presentation on structuring the honors curriculum.
Bill Schell, associate professor of history, and
Susan Dixon, assistant
professor of art, accompanied the·group to Atla'nta.

•

Danny Voweii/The News

john Kiuee, junior from Hopkinsville, walks across the
fire escape o n Hart HaJI, as he goes to class.

I

chase a cable modem will not
be required to purchase cable
to use it," said Tressa Ross,
public relations representative!
for Murray Cablecomm. "Filters will be added to block the
video signal, which isn't necessary for the cable modem to
operate."
CUrr\'.Q~, the P.Jici has been
set at $29.95 per month or
$99.95 per semester. By purchasing the modem service for
an entire semester, students
can save approximately $20
more than by using the monthly rate. No price has been set
for an entire year.
While this is somewhat higher than what other Internet
Service Providers (ISP) charge,
the ability to have a constant
connection is viewed as an
advantage. Another advantage
will be that a dial-up connection is not required, which will
leave telephone lines open.
"Our desire is to be able to
offer high-speed modem service to everyone in-the community, as part of an overall strategy to rebuild and deploy
hybrid fiber coax in the Murray cable system," Ferguson
said. "Murray Cablecomm has
been a part of this community
for 34 years, striving to give
our customers the best product
available, and our plan is to
continue to improve upon and
add to the services we provide."
Since cable modems are popular in several major metropolitan areas, the project in Murray is believed to be the second
cable modem deployment in a
university environment in~
Kentucky.

Supreme Court upholds Prop()sition 209
Court refused to grant a review
of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals decision which earlier
this year deemed Proposition
209, which bans race and gender preferences in state hiring
practices, constitutional.
The move concluded a yearBY LAURA ScH IEBELHUT
long legal battle which began
DAIL v CALifORNIAN
after last November's elections,
(U. CAlifORNIA-BERkELEY)
in which California voters
(U-WIRE) BERKELEY, Calif. approved Proposition 209.
The ACLUs ofboth Northern
- DespiUf the decision Monday
and
Southern California, along
by the U.S. Supreme Court to
with
a coalition of civil rights
uphold the constitutionality of
groups,
filed an initial lawsuit
Proposition 209 - officially
making it a law- opponents of to block the implementation of
the proposition have said that the proposition on Nov. 6, 1996,
they will continue to challenge the day after the elections.
its implementation.
A series of legal decisions on
Yesterday, the U.S. Supreme the case followed. On Dec. 23,

•Legal: The constitutionality of a California law
banning race and gender
preference in state hiring
has been upheld.

l

1996, a U.S. District judge
issued a preliminary injunction
which barred state and local
governments froJll enforcing
the measure.
But after proponents of
Proposition 209 appealed to the
9th Circuit, a three-judge panel
decided on April 8, 1997 to
reverse the district court decision and rule the proposition
constitutional.
Upon hearing yesterday's
decision, many affirmative
action supporters said that
they will continue to challenge
the legal status of Proposition
209 and any similar legislation.
"The denia1 of th\! review is
not the same thing as an actual
decision on whether Proposi-

tion 209 is constitutional," said
Mark Rosenbaum, who led the
prosecution against the proposition. "The question can and
will be raised again in national
court."
Yet opponents of affirmative
action disagTeed, saying that
the Supreme Court's decision
put the issue of the proposition's legality at rest.
"'We are elated that this issue
is finally being put to rest and
the will of the people will finally be a voice in this state," said
Ann Gonzalez-Kramer, a member of the American Civil
Rights Institute. "The Supreme
Court has ruled indirectly on
the proposition's constitutiona1ity."

Though members of the prosecution's legal counsel said
they did not know why the
Supreme Court denied their
petition to review the 9th Circuit's decision, some speculated
that the justices would rather
look at the case in another format.
"No other law in the nation's
history has stripped the government of authority to implement remedial race and gender
programs," said Edward Chen,
a staff attorney for the ACLU
of Southern California. "It is1
conceivable that the court'
decided not to hear the case
because it is waiting for a split
of authority between courts of:
appeal.

New-s
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Donation of Channel 46 possible
•Donation:
Possible
donation of WQTV offers
greater opportunities for
learning, if final agreement is made.
B Y D ONALD LAWSON
STAFF WRITER

WQTV recently proposed to
donate its local station,
Channel46, to the University.
The donation would mean

that M urray State would
take over operation of the
station, and it would become
a part of MSU.
Ted Wendt, dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communications said the donation is still in the process of
being handled.
"It is the intention of
WQTV to donate the station
to the University," he said. "It
is our intention to accept the
donation."
Although plans are optimistic for the transaction, the

donation must be approved
by the Board of Regents.
Another factor is the complexity of the · donation.
Wendt said there are many
concerns involved with the
donation such as, legal,
financial and governmental
issues, that have not been
worked out yet.
"It's premature to say that
it is a done deal," Wendt said.
Robert Lochte, director of
MSU-TVU , said donation of
the station would serve as a
useful learning tool for stu-

PoliceBeat
October30
10:45 p.m. The right elevator panel in Hester College was burned with a
cigarette lighter. Minor damage was reported. Murray Fire Department
responded to the report.

dents in broadcasting.
"It is an exciting proposition," Lochte said. "A professional staff would be involved
in running the station, but it
would give us excellent work
study opportunities."
Although nothing is definite, Wendt said WQTV and
the University hope to have
this proposal available for
consideration by the Board of
Regents at its December
meeting. They are hoping for
a final decision by the end of
the year.

October 31
12:11 p.m. Sara M. Freudenburg reported the theft of her Trek 820 moun·
tain bike. It was stolen from the bike rack at Clark College. Freudenburg
described the bike as a 21 speed, 16.5 inch frame, black and with chrome
forks.
&:43 p.m. Auto accident was reported at the West University Farm. No
Injuries were reported.

November 1
12:44 p.m. Small amotJnt of paper was set on fire on the fourth floor of
Regents College. No damage was reported.
2:36 p.m. A student reported being shot by a paint pellet while she
entered White College. The shot came from the second or third floor of the
college.
4:05 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders was reported at Waterfield library.

Proposed housing issues considered
•Housing:
Parking,
appearance and residents
living near the proposed
residential colleges at
Hamilton field are being
considered by the University before plans for complex are finalized.
BY D ONALD lAWSON
STAFF WRITER

The proposal to build two
new residential colleges near
the Murray State campus at
Hamilton field on Hamilton

Avenue and 18th Street, is in
the final approval stages in
Frankfort.
When completed, the new
residential
colleges
will
replace Richmond Residential
College. Plans are in the works
to replace all the low-rise residential colleges with news
ones over the next five to six
years.
Dewey Yeatts, director of
facilities management, said
the plan is going through its
fmal stages of approval, but
there is only a tentative agreement on the project. Official
word has not been received at

t his time.
Facilities management surveyed other areas for the site
of the new residential colleges,
but Hamilton field was selected as the best and final area.
Two buildings will be built,
each housing up to 50 students. Although some students
have expressed concern about
the number of parking spaces
that are going to be located at
the new housing facilities,
Yeatts said an exact number
for spaces has not been set.
On-street parking, fire lanes
and loading areas will have to
be considered when designing

For You We Go Overboard•.•
So Visit Us!

With our supelb inventory...
our teniflc setVice...and
our friendy peopl&lt't Uttlt Wondtr Thlt
Wt're Mlldng Such A Big Splash!

G
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November2
3:05 p.m. A non-student fell from a horse at the Expo Center. The person
broke a leg and was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
9:24 p.m. A two-liter bottle was thrown from the roof of Hester College.

parking lots. He also plans for
a number of green areas provided for recreation and
appearance.
Another concern that has
been raised is the distance of
the residential colleges from
campus. Yeatts said plans are
in process to help facilitate students to and from the site.
Yeatts added that the University wants to be good neighbors to those living in the
Hamilton field area. The University plans to make the residential colleges as aesthetically pleasing as possible to the
surr<?unding area, Yeatts said.

November4 •
3:16 p.m. Auto accident with an injury was reported on College Farm
Road near the Expo Center.
3:25 p.m. Chris Bunglde reported his vehicle being keyed while parked
near Hart College.
6:45 p.m. Franklin College director reported that someone had made an
attempt to break into a room on the first floor, but was unsuccessful.
NovemberS
2:07 p.m. Kevin Turner reported his vehicle broken into while parked in
the Kentucky Avenue area. The rear window had been forced open and a
wallet containing $300 cash and a 16 oz. Eastwong hammer were taken.
Racer Escorts - 10

Motorlat Aulata-8
Information for Police Beat gathered and complied by.Jake Burgess, news
editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

Hair Studio
753-3688
Monday - Friday 8 a.m.· 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

OFF WITH MSU I.D.
SPORTS NUTRITION
DESIGNER PROTEIN

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

Charlie's Safe·T
Discount Pharmacy

DIETS
HERBS
VITAMINS

EAS

Walk-ins welcome

Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

We're Murray's

*

Bre~kfast

Place!

All Day - Everyday *

Omelettes Pancakes - Belgian Waffles - Kentucky Country Ham
r------------------------------------,
--Coupon-Steak & Eggs
French Toast ·
$1.00 'OFF ANY OMELETIE
Crepes
Hot ·Biscuits
11 a.m. till 9 p.m.
Strawberry
Grits
LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
Pancakes
Hash Browns
Expires: Nov. 30, 1997
L------------------------------------~

I$1 .85 Breakfast Special Everyday 6 - 11 a .m. I

Log Cabin··Restaurant
"If we're open.

• •

We're serving breakfast!"

505 S. 12th St.
753-8080
•
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College \l'leu;s
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Have your advisers

been helpful and available?

Name: Doug
jordan

Major:
Occupational
safety and health
Year: Sophomore

Hometown:
Carmi, Ill.

"I plan to talk to my adviser
soon. It is helpful if people
don't know about scheduling."
Name: Marta
Yager

Major:
Accounting .
Year: Sophomore

Hometown:

The Murray State News
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Take proactive. stance on parking
Parking is not a problem at Murray
State. The problem is that students
refuse to hike I 0 minutes after parking'their. cars a quarter of a mile away
from their destination. Students are
under the impression that because
they have a parking tag they should be
guaranteed the very best spot.
"The problem is created by people
who don't know where parking is at,"
said joe Green, associate director of
Public Safety, in the Oct. 3 issue of
The Murray State News. Green also
said that people don't want to walk.
Green is correct in stating that people do not want to walk. but he is
wrong in assuming that the students
don't know where the parking is.
Students realize that if they live in
the residential colleges they can park
at the stadium. Students choose to
park on the curb and in obvious blue
zones because at 3 a.m., it is not
always a refreshing or safe stroll to
hike to the dorms from some faraway
parking zone in the right color.
Part of the problem comes from
simply bad planning. The plan to

made to build two new residential
colleges on Hamilton Field.
This is a good time for the UniverIssue:
sity to take proactive measures in
Concern has arisen over parking
parking. Parking should be made a
areas for the new residential colleges priority. Students care about parking
- to some it is a daily consideration.
to be built at Hamilton field.
The planners of the new buildings
Position:
The University needs to be proactive need to take a few minutes out of the
flower-and -bench committee meeton the parking issue by planning for
ing and decide where to park a potenspaces before it becomes a problem.
tial of I 00, space-consuming vehicles.
In general, people care about what
affects them every day. Students will
beautify the area surrounding not notice if the landscaping in front
Winslow Dining Hall was a wonderful of the two buildings was done by proin theory, but the gorgeous grassy fessionals and all the new benches are
knoll cut out needed and prime stu- ergonomically correct.
dent parking at a time when enrollThey will notice, however, if they are
ment was increasing.
forced to walk a half a mile just to get
The benches and mums outside the
home.
dining area are also nice, but it could
Campus beautification is a detail.
be argued that they have cost some
Tile design is a detail. Parking is a blastudents a glove box full of tickets and
tant concern and a potential problem.
headaches across the residential colParking cannot be an underrated, and
lege area.
It most definitely should not be overCurrently, there are plans being
looked.

Our\lieu:

Marion

"My adviser is
extremely available and help·
ful. She told me exactly what
classes I've needed to take."
Name: Matt Hinz
Major: Music
Year: junior
Hometown: Mt.
Vernon, Ill.

"My adviser is
great but really
busy. He's very
nice and helpful when he can
be, but most of the music
department is very busy."
Name: Amanda
Van Dyke
Major: English
literature
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Murray

"Pretty good. I
usually have to make an
appointment, but they can be
incredibly helpful."

Organizations can benefit from proposal
In the constant effort by the administration of Murray State University to further
Implement the residential college system, all
campus organizations now have the oppor·
tunity to jump on the reconstruction bandwagon.
Plans are being made to construct Individual units which can be used as meeting
places or to serve as chapter rooms for
sororities - all organized In the residential
college fashion - that any organization can
rent. as long as they can pay.

Howell

Major: Graphic
design art

Year: junior ·
Hometown:
Radcliff

"I have not
seen my adviser since last
semester, he is available. I just
have to go."
Jennifer Sacharnoski/Staff
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The Murray State News IS prepared
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ly represent the view of journalism faculty
or the University. This is an official publi·
cation of Murray State University.

they will serve as recruitment tools. They
will act as a glimpse Into the fuwre of Mur~y State.
Since recruitment and retention are high
priority factors across campus so, too, must
these meeting rooms if the campus is to
keep in touch with their promises and allow
the organizations to trust them.
The offer has great potential for all parties involved-administration, campus organizations and the residential college system.
The key is to follow through.

Your l1eu1s
News' _qual~ty lacking
professionalism

Name: Brian

Currently, only sororities have considered the option of renting one of the meeting facilities from the University.
Issue:
The units will provide a long-term financial
gain for the University after the mortThe University is securing plans to
gage
is paid because the University will
construct facilities that will be availreceive all the profit. The organizations
able for rent to any organization
which choose to rent can also save money
Position:
and time by having a facility which is always
available.
The units can be a win-win situation if campus organizations choose
Because the units will be the first group
to take advantage of the offer.
of buildings in the residential style fashion

Ourl7iezo

Mr. Hawley instead of the editorial
staff. These published errors, however, are not the fault of the author.
Although it's quite possible for .Mr.
Hawley to make mistakes, the kinds
of errors in the letter and their frequency make me believe that they
originated in the effort transfer Mr.
Hawley's handwritten words to a computer for publication. The error-free
and completely legible photocopy of
Mr. Hawley's letter that I have
acquired reinforces this argument.
Even if Mr. Hawley had made the mistakes, the editor would still be respon·
sible for correcting them, or at least
marking the errors with "sic" to show
that they originated with the author
and not the publisher.
I feel I have reasonably argued that
The Murray State News is to blame for
these flaws. Why have I essayed to
find fault with the school newspaper
in this dry, wordy, and rather uninteresting letter? I once asked an English
101 class of mine if turning in an
essay with a muddy footprint on the
first page would be acceptable. Many
of the students argued that it would
be, saying that the ideas mattered, not
the physical appearance. I then asked
whether they would submit a resume
in the same condition for consideration at a job. You can probably imagine what their answers were to that
question. At a university that is sup·
posed to preparing students for life in
a competitive, professional world,
accepting mediocrity is the surest way
to deny students a role in that world.
At a time when most of the staff of
The Murray State News are celebrating their national accomplishments, I
offer my criticism as a challenge to
continue working toward a truly professional level of quality.

To the editor:
I am writing this letter concerning
the number of errors present in David
Hawley's commentary on pagans that
was published in the Oct. 31 issue of
The Murray State News.
These errors include common mistakes every beginning writer tends to
make, like misspellings ("gaurd" for
"guard") and usage errors ("to" for
"two"). They also include more serious, sense-blurring mistakes, like
writing the expression "say mass"' as
"same mass," which transforms Mr.
Hawley's comment on theology into
one on physics. I believe that by allowing such careless errors to be published, The Murray State News is
being unprofessional.
I anticipate at least two :reactions to
my criticism. The first might be to dismiss The Murray Stall! News as merely a school newspaper, practice for the
journalism students involved in its
production. Although the paper docs
give students practice in layout,
newswriting, and photography, its primary function is not just to be a weekly exercise. Its function is to supply its
audience with news. In terms of audience, The Murray State News is probably the most widely read text that
MSU regularly publishes, having n
local readership of students, faculty,
staff, and other MWTay residents, as
well as a national and international
audience of alumni. 1 do not think I
would be wrong in saying that the
newspaper represents what MSU students are able to deliver iri terms of
quality work, which ultimately
refleck'; the kind of education lhesc
students are receiving al this university. Thus the importance of The Murray State News cannot be denied.
The second reaction might be to Randell Wolff
blame .the mistakes in the letter on Adjunct Instructor of English

Relationship with
Christ brings comfort
To the editor:
I'm writing in response to the article
in last weeks paper, "Campus Christians Practice Intolerance." There is
an urgency in my heart that wants to
express my opinion toward "intolerance." In order for me to tolerate or
accept anything I must test it and
judge all things so that I myself am
not subject to any man's judgment.
Ephesians 4:4-6 says, "There is one
body and one Spirit- just as you were
called to one hope when you were
called· one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all, who is
over all and through all and in all.
Webster's dictionary defines intolerance as: lack of toleration; unwillingness or refusal to tolerate or respect
contrary opinions of beliefs, persons of
different races or backgrounds. Tolerating ones beliefs is an aspect to this
whole subject, but acceptance of these
beliefs is another. The writer asked in
the article questions such as, "Do you
read or even care what the Buddhist
word of God says? How about the
Islamic word of God?" When presented
with these questions I have to consider this first. I am a spirit-filled Chris·
tian who believes Jesus is the Christ
the Son of the living God. He is my life
and salvation. Considering the Buddhist or Islamic beliefs I have concluded that knowledge of medical
research, psychological analysis or
even knowledge of nuclear and economic research has not brought about
the peace I have in my life. I could
learn and study and read until the day
1 die, but when I'm sad or lonely
knowledge about relationships doesn't
comfort me. I get my comfort in knowing Jesus "Christ died on a cross for
me and rose three days later to defeat
death and bring me life. I can not say
that about any other religion. In fact

Christianity isn't a religion, it's a relationship with someone who is living in
my heart today.
The writer also said, "You must
realize there are other people out
there who follow •many other religionsJudaism, Islam and Buddhism- for
example I myself am agnostic." He
then goes to say, "There may be a God,
but much as a mountain there are
many pathways to the top, which ever
you choose is your choice. Don't try to
make me follow; I've got my own path
to find." Of course there are people
who follow other religions, but my
questions is how does one know there
are many pathways to get to the top?
What ifthere's only one? One could be
very serious about their religious
beliefs and claims, but one could be
seriously wrong. Who is to say which
one is true? My point of this whole
response is for ono to study, search,
and know what is truth. No one
throughout history or in any religion
has claimed that He is the Only way
except Jesus Christ- no one. With this
in mind I ask the reader to make his
own choice. We all have a free will and
the decisions we make could save us
or lead us in the wrong direction. Is
tolerance the essence of our being? Do
we accept all things or can we know
for a fact that there is something else
besides just tolerating one anothers'
beliefs that can give us freedom from
all things. Is tolerance the ultimate
saving power in our lives, or does it go
beyond these realms?
Leslie Shaw
Louisville
Editors note: Due to space limita-

tions, not all letters on this topic
have been printed. We attempted to
present a representative sample of
those letters we received.
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Talk show experience offers nothing to cheer about
Last Friday while I was in Chicago,
I got a chance to see a taping of the
My
Jenny Jones show. The talk show host
Ojn:nioJI
was a regular nobody until she got in
the middle of a controversy that sky- •
rocketed her to stardom alongside
BRANDl
such personalities as Jerry Springer
WILLIAMS
and Geraldo.
A couple of years ago, Jones did an
episode to unite people with their
crushes. The show went haywire when to watch a show where "real" people
a man found out that he was unknow- scream, cry, and throw things at each
ingly supposed to be introduced to his
other. And the best thing is that the
crush, a homosexual male. After the audience gets to become just as
show aired, out of embarrassment, the
involved as the panelists.
man shot the homosexual male. This
So imagine my disappointment at
controversy turned Jones's show into
my viewing of the Jenny Jones show.
a regular smut-filled talk show where
To start things off, we got to the NBC
people get paid to air their dirty launbuilding around 12:30 p.m. to get in
dry.
line. The show was supposed to start
However, do not get me wrong. I like
at 1:30 p.m., but we wanted to make
the smut talk shows. It is interesting

In

sure we had good seats.
When the line finally started moving, we had to fiU out a permission
sheet saying that what we might get
up and say was strictly our own opinion, and that no one paid us to say
anything. That was no big deal. Then
we were led into a "holding room," as
they liked to call it, to wait for the
show to start. The room was wall to
wall folding chairs, with television
sets in view, and guess what was
showing... "The Jenny Jones Show."
We sat in that room for about two
hours before we even saw someone
who might be in charge, and believe
me, the chairs were not the most comfortable in the world. The only thing
that was going through my mind was
that I could be shopping, sightseeing,
or even sitting in the hotel staring at
the wall. Anywhere would have been

better than where I was.
Then we were addressed by one of
the producers, where she coached us
on how we were supposed to react
because we were not there to watch a
show, we were there to participate.
And the saddest thing of all was that
we did exactly as we were told. If we
found any reason to react, we became
melodramatic to the lOOth power.
What was most disappointing w~s
the fact that the show was not sleazy.
The topic was old flames who want to
be reunited. I was expecting something much more exciting. After they
brainwashed us to get emotional at
everything we saw, there was nothing
to get emotional about. We had to
find things to get upset about.
With one of the couples, there was
an age difference. She was 23 and he

was 37, not that big of a deal, but the
audience accused him of robbing the
cradle. The two panelists were getting
angry because there was absolutely no
sense in them being picked apart so
much.
However, the entire experience was
not comple~ly horrible. Jenny Jones
does have a good personality, and she
does know how to work her audience.
Also we got to see Big Head Todd and
the Monsters perform (if you knew
who they were then you would appre·
ciate it more).
I was just disappointed. It was a
lame show with a stupid topic. But the
tickets were free, so I guess I should
not complain.

Brandi Williams is a staff writer for
The Murray State ~ews .

Large cities lose
feelings of home
I used to think I'd like living in
the big city.
The thought of hanging out in
some back-alley cafe sipping
thick coffee and talking about
writing was appealing, as was
the thought of dining at a
restaurant after an evening at
the theater. However, a recent
trip to Chicago changed all that.
When I and other members of
the news staff trekked north to
the Windy City, I was excited
and nervous about going to a big
city.
I've been in big cities beforeNashville, Minneapolis, Indianapolis
and I'm from
Louisville. However , you could
put all these cities together and
that's what you'd find in Chicago.
It was nothing but a big ol'
mess.
When our plane landed and we
had collected our luggage, we
hauled it all out to the airport
van service and then to our hotel
downtown.
We were lucky we made it to
the hotel at all.
It was Friday morning rush
hour traffic, and I'm convinced
no one in that city knew how to
drive a motor vehicle, including
our shuttle driver. I'm certain
the walls on the sides of the
highway were put there for a
reason, and I really didn't want
to flnd out why. I got several
good close calls as our man
weaved in and out of traffic,
slammed on his brakes and muttered several words beneath his
breath. I don't know if those
words were directed at us just
for being there or at the other
psychotic city drivers. I don't
really want to know.
Everywhere we went that

In My
()fJiJ!iOU
MANDY
WOLF

weekend, people seemed to be in
a hurry. Cab drivers almost committed suicide attempting to
beat each other at picking us up
at the door of the hotel. Shoppers
whizzed by us as we lazily
walked down Michigan Avenue.
And everywhere, the wind blew
fiercely, tugging at our clothes
with invisible fingers , gently
nudging us to "hurry, hurry."
1 left Chicago feeling slightly
dazed and confused. I knew the
town had so.much to offer, yet it
seemed no one there took the
time to stop and enjoy the elegance and magic the city has to
offer. I guess after you live in a
place for too long, it begins to
lose its magic.
I returned to Murray with a
sigh of relief. I once thought a
town such as this was too lazy,
too slow for my big-city, highclass taste. 1 was wrong.
Towns like the ones we call
home are just that- home.
They're the places IJ)cople
appreciate, the ones we under~tand. And even though there
doesn't seem to be much magic
in a town like Murray, 1 can
promise you there's magic in the
people who call it home. Obviously, they stay here for a reason.

Mandy Wolf is the Associate Editor for The Murray State News.

Stay home to find your place
There is a group of students attending
this suitcase college that cannot pack up
their dirty laundry and leave. This may
seem tragic to weekend home-goers, but
for the ones who stay, it is usually beneficial.
Because of distance and a lack of
funds, I was forced to make Murray my
home. Actually, many of us stay here on
the weekends all the time. ·
I don't think most people go home
because there is more to do wherever
they are from. Actually, I know most
people who go home so often cannot be
going to a town much larger than Murray because we are in western Kentucky,
and face it,-Paducah does not qualify as
big-city life.
I am left with only one conclusion; Stu·
dents who are itching to leave have not
established any roots here. They do not
see Murray as their home, it is just a
place to go to class, chat with acquaintances and eat bad cafeteria food.

In My
()jJin io n
j ENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

I was forced to make Murray my home.
My father helped me unload my entire
life out of our van and into my dorm
room. I knew that I would be spending
many hours within that blue-walled
room, and I refused to sit there feeling
sorry for myself because I had nothing
better to do. Plus, I didn't have anywhere to go if I wanted to leave.
You must get involved if you want to
find a place for yourself. In life people
move around, they change direction and
many times they change location. While

I see people pack up their things for the
weekend, I have to wonder what kind of
lessons they are learning in college.
Obviously it's not independence if
they're taking their laundry home to
mom's house.
College is a time to find out who you
are and what you are. It is a time period
to define who you will be for the rest of
your life. When you chose Murray, you
chose to start the next phase of your life
here. It doesn't seem like anyone can
progress if they go back every fifth d~y.
Murray can be a good place, as good as
any other. But, before you can see that
you have to feel like you are part of it.
That can be accomplished through activities, a job, or just a few really good
friends. Things in this town just don't
find you; If you want to be happy here (or
anywhere), you have to look around.
Jennifer Sacharnoski is the Viewpoint
Editor for The Murray State News.

No reason to fear elevator conversations
Hardly a day passes that we, the innovative
animals that we are, walk up and press the
magic little button that lifts us to our seventh
floor English classes, our dorm rooms, or even
help us put our feet back on the ever-so-welcome
ground. What can we say, sometimes the
fatigue-inducing stair climbs get the best of us,
so we take the elevator.
To me, the elevator is a great invention. No,
not because I'm lazy. The elevator helps us move
heavy furniture and saves our sanity on the way
to 7:30a.m. music appreciation classes.
The elevator has helped society develop in
ways unimaginable to its inventor. Don't ask
me exactly what'it has done, I'm not here to talk
about that, and frankly I don't really care. I'm
here to talk about the strange powers elevators
have upon its human occupants. It seems that
when we step into this metal box of magic, we
lose our complete ability to say any comprehensible word ever known to mankind.
For those who have no clue what I am talking
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about, do this for me - the next. time you board
an elevator, pay attention to what is going on
around you. Watch the other people's actions.
You see, the average elevator ride lasts about
4. 7 seconds (not an actual fact) and the process
of actions is as follows: (1 ) Press either the up or
down bulton,which ever you choose, press it
multiple times if necessary (it. will make the elevator arrive quicker, you know); (2) Board the
elevator upon arrival, making sure not to look
any other current passengers directly in the eye;

:: -::=z - -

(3) Press the button for the corresponding floor,
stil1 making sure not to look any other passengers in the eye; (4) Take your place, looking only
at the floor, the magic button panel, or the mesmerizing strip of numbers above the door that
magically light as the floors pass by;(5) Remove
yourself when the time calls.
I am even guilty of such oddity. I will speak to
any person passing me in a hallway, on the way
to class, or behind me in the line at Winslow.
But when I step into an elevator, I just lose my
motivation for conversation.
Why do we lose our ability to talk to complete
strangers while in elevators? I have two theories
on thi~ phenomenon. The first deals with the
size of the elevator. If two complete strangers
are forced into a small, closed in space, the anxiety level of the two people increases drastically.
In America we have latge circles of personal
comfort. Once somebody invades our circle, we
grow worried and the stress level within our
brains skyrockets, causing us to become afraid

,

of the other person; thus, no conversation is initiated. Not even a simple "Hi" or "What's up."
The other theory deals with the length of our
trip. Since we are only in the elevator for a matter of seconds, do we figure the brief relationship is not worth initiating? Are we really that
scared of short-term relationships?
Either way, "elevator taciturnity" is a phenomenon we will probably never understand, or
outgrow. Personally, I would like to start an elevator speech campaign. The next time you step
foot toward your next elevator ride, turn to the
person around you and start up a conversation.
Who knows, you might make a new friend or
meet your future husband or wife. You might
even solve the world's problems and give rise to
world peace. You never know what might happen.

Alan Weixler is a freshman, journalism major
from Louisville.
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Muay Thai program available to
students interested in martial arts
•Martial arts: A Muay student could use this free out- had to in order to reserve a
Thai Boxing program let to learn MuayThai Boxing." spot for holding sessions at the

Audra Carlisle, a freshman Carr Health Building," Diebold
teaches self-defense, as from
Hanson. said she joined said. "I think we'll have more
well as self-discipline.
the program for many reasons. people come out eventually

Becky Resto/Guest

Jennifer Catlett, freshman from Sebree, Ky., watches as Audra Carlisle. freshman from Hanson,
Ky., blocks a kick by Muay Thai Instructor Suleyman Ercelik at Carr Health Tuesday nlaht.
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"Basically, I like the idea of
being
in a self-defense course,
Bv JAsoN KEMP
and this is a way to get in
STAFF WRITER
shape as well as learn selfIn the wake of three recent defense," Carlisle said. "''m not
alleged rapes, concerns over too worried about the rape
campus safety have increased issue, but it's always in the
among University officials and back of your mind."
Jennifer Catlett, a freshman
the student body.
Sebree, said she' joined
from
Some students are taking the
along
with Carlisle to learn
initiative to learn a martial art
self-defense.
to help defend themselves.
Catlett said, "'We decided to
Daryl Diebold, an MSU stutake
it together for self-defense
dent and one of the coordinapurposes."
tors of the new Muay Thai BoxDiebold said the Muay Thai
ing program, said Muay Thai
Boxing
program started this
offers students self-defense as
semester
as a club sport, and
well as discipline.
that
although
there haven't
Diebold also said it is a good
been
many
participants
so far,
idea for students to consider
taking a martial art because he thinks numbers may pick
they might need to defend up because the program is free,
and it offers exercise as well as
themselves.
self-defense.
"I think it is important that
"'We didn't want it to be a
they know how to defend themclub
sport originally, but we
selves," he said. ."1 think any
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because it is not cheap to go off
campus and sign up for a martial art."
Diebold added that because
the women to men ratio at
Murray State is so high, he
would expect more women to
participate in the program.
Suleyman Ercelik, who just
moved to the United States
seven months ago and has been
at Murray State for four
months, is the current instructor of the Muay Thai Boxing
program. He said discipline
can also be learned by taking
Muay Thai
"Besides being a martial art,
Muay Thai teaches breathing
and meditation," Ercelik said.
"It just doesn't teach the physi- ~
cal aspects of martial arts, but
it also teaches how to make
good decisions and have a
moral conscience when it
comes to defending yourself."

Black and White or Color.

Enlargements made rrom 8 1/2 x It to 18 x 24
on paper or card stock.

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. - Monday - Thursday
8:00 a'.m. to 5:00 p.m. - Friday
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. -Saturday

1301 Chestnut Street • (502) 753-7117
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Cable Modems Are Coming Soon!
Attention Residential College Students........
Murray CableComm and MSU will soon be making high-speed cable modems
available to students in the residential colleges. This is not your dad's old
28.8k connection. We're talking speeds so fast, you may need to get a physical

MAKE

ADIFFERENCE!

The American Humanics Program .(AH) at
Murray State University offers an academic minor in
Youth Agency Administration, specifically designed
for students who want to Make A J?ifference through
programs of education, health and fitness, recreation
and character development.
Call Roger Weis at 762-3808 or stop by room 108 of Carr Heath Building for an
informal meeting.

You MAY

REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE

FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE SPRING TERM:

before you log on. We think you get the point. So stay alert and get ready,
because cable modems are coming your way soon.

Call 753-5005 for more information.
or visit our website at http:/ /campus.murraystate.edu/cablecomm

MURRAY

C AALECOMM
ADVANCED SERVICES

YAA290

YAA 351

Current Trends and Issues
in Community Service
Programs (actual
community service work)

Leadership and Support
Systems for Youth Agency
Administration.

9:30 - 10:45 a.m.

11 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.

Special AH Scholarships and Loans Are Available

T&Th

T&Th

Colle
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OnC"ctrnpus
LBL events
The Homeplace-1850 at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes National Recreation
Area will begin its annual
''Christmas In 1850"
series on Nov. I 5. The
series will include three
programs, the first of
which will be "Christmas
Candy Making," a culinary
presentation by Sue Mathis of Cadiz. The program
will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
and is free with Homeplace admission. For more
information, contact Land
Between The Lakes at
(502) 924-2000.

Music department
presents info line
The Murray State
department of music
recently began a recorded
"Events line." By calling
5499, individuals can find
out 'about events and programs sponsored by the
department.

Volunteers need ed
•Needline needs people
to do data entry and to
help sort and stock items
from the food drive.
•The Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center
would like for anyone
with special talents to
help start activities with
senior citizens.
•Shared Care, a day care
for adults, needs volunteers to read, talk or just
visit with some of their
patients.
•The Humane Society
needs help with the annual bazaar at Calloway
County Library, Nov. 14
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
If interested, contact
Davina Davie In the
American Humanics office
at 61 17 or 3808.

New scho larship
for business
student s
The Anna F. Legate Business Scholarship was
established recently with a
$50,000 contribution by
Anna Legate, a Graves
County native. Recipients
of the scholarship must be
business majors who are
juniors, seniors or graduate students and have
maintained a 2.5 grade
point average. Recipients
must also be graduates of
a Kentucky high school.
The first scholarship will
be presented in the spring
of 1998.

Dating has ch anged trem endously in
recent years. Where d id it come from, and
where is it going? Find out how students
have learned t o j u ggle school work and
dating in today's b usy world.
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LifE

Eonoa

AND
BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAff WRITER

Dating is tough for anyone,
but for college students, the
external pressures of classes
and organizations can make
the "traditional" dating
scenery virtually impossible.
The dating scene has incorporated different approaches
to socialization in order to stay
afloat.
Traditional dating exists in
the '90's in a modified version.
It has changed from dating in
a more traditional "going out"
state of mind and moved into a
more relaxed "hanging out"
style, as is the current.
Holly Charlton, freshman
from Mayfield, said her dating
style is traditional. She never
kisses on the first date and
sets a time to go home. In
addition, she chooses a person
she trusts to call in case of an
emergency.
"' think (dating) should go
back to more traditional
(styles) and that maybe
women should not be as liberal
as they are now," she said. "It
allows the women to feel more
affection. They feel more comfortable with their mate, and
they can depend on them
more."
Charlton's rules for dating
changed after she came to col-

lege.
"They've become more
strict," she said. "I think you
should take more precautions
with someone you don't know
well and in a strange environment."
Dating rules vary greatly
among people.
Kenneth Mason, freshman
from Paducah, said he has no
dating rules.
On a first date he falls into
the traditional practices, picking the girl up, opening the
door and paying for dinner.
Recently, Mason has
observed that more people are
showing different forms of
physical affection on the first
date. Although he prefers the
more traditional forms, he said
he sees no problems with the
newer trends.
Shawn Brown, senior from
Kennett, Mo., said she also
prefers the traditional style of
dating.
"1 hate to see it go," Brown
said. "It is always nice to have
a guy pick you up and take
you out. I would like my
daughter, if I ever have a
daughter, to experience it (traditional dating.)"
Occasionally on a date with
her boyfriend of five months,
Brown will offer to pay for the
dinner or a movie. She said
that after two people become a
couple, it is a nice gesture for
girls to offer to pay for dinner
or a movie.

First date rules
Piano recital
Martha Sayweii-Carson
will present her senior
recital in the Performing
Arts Hall of the Fine Arts
Building Sunday at 3:30
p.m. Carson attended the
Governor's School for the
' Arts in 1992 and has performed as piano soloist
with the Paducah Symphony Orchestra. The
recital is free, and the
public is invited to attend.
Compiled by Sarah Wight,
College Ufe Editor

If you make a date and then realize it's a mistake, do
not be afraid to cancel, as long as it is not at the last
minute.

If you are going on a blind date, keep escape options
open by meeting in a public place for "just a cup of coffee." If you know you never want to see this person
again, be honest.
With someone you know, do something informal and
inexpensive. Avoid heavy duty, full-evening dates.
Lunch is fine.
Do not talk about past relationships on first dates.
If you are not getting along with the date, do not be
afraid to cut the date short.
Source: Dr. Tracy's Cabot's website
Den1se Higgins/Assistant College L1fe Ed1tor

Brown based her only dating
rule on her religious upbringing.
"On a first date the only rule
is to go home to different
places," she said. "I don't think
you should do it just because
he wants to."
While single, Brown was
either introduced to people she
dated through mutual friends
or she met them at work or
during classes. In the past she
blind dated unsuccessfully.
She said they simply did not
work.

ences throughout the years
how to properly conduct themselves in America.
Unlike Joe and Brown, who
date traditionally, many students feel more comfortable in
a liberal relationship.
Suglenda Bradley, freshman
from Mumfordville, said she is
comfortable with liberal dating.
"I think things should be 5050, and I can open my own
door," Bradley said. "Everything changes. It's got to go
sooner or later."

Older perspectives

"I think things
should by 50-50,
and I can open
my own door."
-SUGLENDA BRAOLI-:Y,
FRESHMAN

Blind dating
Blind dates have always
been one way of meeting different people, but many people
have bad experiences on such
dates.
Joe*, a junior from Iowa,
was introduced to a girl by
some of his friends. He
described the conversation
that evening on a date as consisting of country music and
road kill, two subjects which
did not impress him.
Despite that bad blind date
experience, Joe still believes in
dating. He has been with his
girlfriend since last December
and still believes in taking her
out to dinner on dates. Their
relationship has relaxed in
recent months.
In addition to their evenings
out, the couple enjoys spending time together alone and
getting to know each better.
While on the dating scene,
Joe had two dating rules
which he followed.
First of all, he never allowed
the date to get too physical on
the first date. Secondly, he
never allowed the girl to pay
for the date.
Joe bases his dating conduct
on "The Andy Griffith Show."
He said the characters' actions
on the show have taught audi-

While many young people
believe in liberal dating, some
adults remember when traditional dating was a must.
Kate Lochte, station manager of WKMS, said when she
was young, the guy was
always responsible for asking
the girl for a date. paying for
the date, and making sure the
girl got back at a specific time.
"And of course the most specific rule was to maintain your
chastity," Lochte said. "The
backseat was not an option."
She said that when she was
in high school, the only occasion that it was acceptable for
a girl to ask a boy out was
during the annual Sadie
Hawkins Day Dance. However,
once she graduated college,
she said that it was acceptable
for women to take a more
aggressive role.
Although times might have
become more liberal, Lochte
believes that dating has not
changed as much as people
might think.
"I don't see anything wrong
with dating now," Lochte said.
"I don't have an intimate
knowledge, I merely observe
my two nieces, but the impression that I get is that it is the

same as it was. I am sure that
mothers tell their daughters
the same as my mother told
me."
"I do think that abstinence is •
on it's way back in. It is no
longer a moral issue, but a logical and health issue."
Randall Wolff, adjunct for
the English department, said
that when he was nineteen,
his idea of a date was going for
a walk.
"It is a good way to get to
know someone," Wolff said,
"On my first date with my
wife, we went for a walk. We
were at an English Student
Organization meeting and
were passing notes back and
forth to one another. Afterwards we decided to take a
walk together so she could
show me the campus."
Wolff says he was taught by
his mother and grandmother
to be a traditional dater.
"I am not trying to repress
the female species. I just try to
go out of my way to be polite,"
Wolff said.
However, he feels that the
traditional style dating is a
positive thing.
"I imagine in the future
more females asking out
males, women becoming more
aggressive. Nothing negative
or harmful, just a positive
change," Wolff said, "I believe
in equality."
Wolff should be able to practice his opinions not too long
in the future, he has a daughter who is two years old.
"I have always said that I
am going to raise her to be a
strorfg, independent person
and to know enough about her
feelings to he able to deal with
problems of dating," he said.
*Name has been changed to protect the identity of the source.

Dating tips
1. Always start on a low romantic note. A relationship that
starts on too high a romantic note has nowhere to go but
down.
2. Do not give up too soon. If you give too much information
about yourself too soon, you will lose your mystery.
3. Do not 11teach" someone to treat you badly. listen to your'
integrity. You know when you feel bad. Speak up because you
will have nothing to loose and everything to gain.
Source: Dr. Tracy Cabot's website
Demse Higgms/As!>istant Coffege life Editor
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And the winners are
Best fast food
•Subway
It may be yellow and have sub
·in its name, but you will not
find any Beatles (with an "e'' or
"a") at Subway, your choice for
best fast food restaurant.

Best restaurant
•Los Portales

The Murray State News thanks those who participated in our first Reader's
Choice Awards. The competition was heated, but the winners must have had
that certain something which separates them from the pack. We applaud the
winners, and to those who didn't win ... well, there's always next time.
As for the contest involved with the awards, Tina Childers, senior from
Ledbetter, won the two tickets to Thursday's Tracy Lawrencefl'race Adkins con,
cert at SIU in Carbondale, Ill. Congratulations, Tina. '

The winner for
the best
restaurant cat·
egory es muy
bueno. Congratulations to
Los Portales.

Best
buffet

Best place to buy
beverages

•Sirloin
Stockade

•Minlt Mart
When minutes, 15 of them in
fact, matter, better make it
Minit Mart.

You can graze
with the cow
yet again as
Sirloin Stockade returns as
the only multi' - - - - - - - - - - - - ' pie category
winner.

Best
meal
under
$10 (non-fast
food)

Best coffee
•Wag
Corn-julio himself cast a ballot for the best
coffee in Murray. Where
can this creation of the
caffeine gods
be found? At
the Wag.

Best pizza

•Sirloin Stockade

•Matt B's

In order to find the best nonfast food meal for under $10
look for your friend and mine,
the big Cow.

•••

The only thing with more
cheese than this contest is
Matt B's pizza.

Best
beer

Best
burger

•Budweiser

•Wendy's

103.7 offer M_urray a choice for
the best radio station.

Best first date
•Cheri

.....--=-------...., The perfect
place to whisper to your
cheri amore.

Best
movie
rental
Looking for
that lost copy
of Mall Rats
or The
Manchurian
Candidate?

•Pocket's
Almost as
close to you
as the pockets
on your Levi's,
Pocket's con- ._____ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
venience store takes top hon-

d~====~~~_j er...Wendy's.

ors.

•Miller Memorial
Murray's best hope for hosting
the 2069 Master's lies with
Miller Memorial.

Best place to go
after class

r------------,
1

•JCPenney

Best
road trip

•Waterfield
Library

•Wai-Mart
Not only can
you buy your
music, but you
can get a
weed whacker
as well.

Not only is
Waterfield
Library the
best place to
study, but it is
also the best
place to sleep,
besides class.

Opryland wm be closing soon,
so better hurry up and take
this road trip.

ALL CHECK LANES

~OPE

Monday-Friday
4PMto 7PM
------ ~
~~- .

--- .199
-- . ---·-----.3.::$5
3:5 4~$2
ENTREES

PORK
8AUSAGE

LYKES
aACON

.......

PREMIUM
SALTINES

KROGER
ORANGE JUICE
~. Retul8r cwWMII

calcl-

:.~99¢ -:.-$199

, , 01.

bole

___ -'::'$129

COUNTRY CLUB

ICE CREAM

,_,._

BLUE BONNET
SPREAD

PUREX
DETERGENT
Forlllo .._...., lUIIMI

JIFFY CORN
MUFFIN MIX

-·~ 5 ·:.-$1

Much like the
best place to
go after
Thursday
night parties,
bed is the
overwhelming
choice for the
best place to
go after class.

While JC
Whitney may
have the
header gasket ..___________, Best
for your VW
grocery store
Bug, it probably will not have
the latest In sportswear from
•Kroger
Tommy Hilfiger. Better try JC
Students know and trust the
Penney's Instead.
Kroger brand.

•Nashville

HULTHY CHOICI

•Bed

Best place to
Best place to buy
~------------~cos
study

•Movie
World

Best
convenience
store

Dave Thomas,
much like our
Editor-InChief, likes
redheads, is
adopted, and
knows there is
only one place
to get a 99
cent Jr.Bacon
Cheeseburg-

If it is good
enough for
Harry Garay,
it's good
enough for
you.

Best radio station Best
•96.9 Paducah/1 03.7
place to
Murray (tie)
buy
From synthesizers to steel guiclothes
tars, a tie between 96.9 and

Best area golf
course

GREEN GIANT
VEGETABLES
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Chi Alpha plans debate on evolution Auction raises money
for ,s tudents benefit
BY. SHELLEY STREET

STAFF WRITfR

Chi Alpha hopes to sponsor a
debate on evolution and creationism
in February. Members are looking for
someone to represent the evolutionist
perspective.
The Christian organization is paying for Duane T. Gish of the Institute
for Creation Research to lead a scientific argument for the creationist perspective. The organization is trying to
find someone from the University to
defend the evolutionist viewpoint.
Chi Alpha is supporting the creationist viewpoint, but R .L. Russman, Chi Alpha staff member, said
the debate will not be waged on theological grounds.
"It will be totally based on scientific
facts," he said. "There will be no theology involved."
Gish earned his Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of California at Berkley, and spent 18 years in
biochemical research. Gish believes
<jtrue" science verifies his belief in
creationism.
"A lot of college professors tea
evolution like it's a fact and not a theory, and we definitely think that
there is a lot more evidence on the
side of creation than there is on evolution," Russman said. "We wanted to
make it available for students to see
there is incredible information prov-

en

ing that creation is definitely more of
a logical choice tlian evolutionary theory."
Bob Martin, professor of biological
sciences, agrees there is a problem
getting information about evolution
to the public, but he sees the matter
from the perspective of an evolutionist.
"There are so many people, despite
the educational opportunities in this
country, that really don't know in any
detail the evidence for evolution," he
said. "There's a tremendous amount
of ignorance in this country about
what evolution is and what the evidence for it is."
Both sides have ideas about why no
one has stepped up to defend the evolutionist perspective in the proposed
debate.
Russman said part of the problem •
has been lack of publicity, but also
questioned the beliefs of evolutionists.
•rn honestly be surprised if we find
somebody to do it because I think the
majority of the evolutionists understand that _the scientific evidence
leans toward creation," Hussman
said.
Martin said the reason has more to
do with evolutionists being tired of
repeatedly explaining the evidence
for their side to people who have been
taught from the Bible.
"It takes a lot of energy and is very,

..

very frustrating because people like
Gish have an agenda, a very sophisti·
caied way of meandering around the
facts," he added.
Russman said he hopes someone
will come forward to speak on evolu·
tion because he's looking forward to
the proposed debate.
The debate has been scheduled for
Feb. 24 in the Curris Center Ballroom. If no one steps forward to
speak on behalf of evolution, Gish
will hold a discussion on the issue
and answer questions from audience
members.
Regardless of whether the debate
occurs, controversy between creationists and evolutionists is evident in
Murray.
Chi Alpha's campus chaplain, Mark
Randall wants to "show faculty, staff,
students and people of the community that there is more credible scientific evidence for the creation theory
than the evolution theory."
Martin calls Randall's statement
"silly." .
"There is no evidence, zero evi·
dence, for the creationist model," he
said.
Perhaps MSU students will have a
chance to decide the issue for themselves in February.
Any faculty member willing to
accept the debate should contact Ran·
dall at 753-9786 or e-mail him at
chaplain@msumusik.mursuky.edu.

BY .I(RISTIN HILL
CONTIIIUTINC W•mtt

Organizations usually raise
fullda to buy equipment or supplies
to benefit their or:ganization. How·
ever, the Women's Center is doing
just the opposite. The center is
having a Silent Auction fund-rai~
er to benefit students of Murray ·
State on Nov. 20 from 6 to 8:15
p.m. on the second floor of the Curlis Center.
The money raised will finance
speakers and special events in the
future. Slated activities for the
year will educate students about
eating disorders awareness, women's history month, relationship
violence prevention and sexual
assault risk reduction.
"And these.aretojustname a
few," said Meredith Julian, sophomore from Murray, who has
worked in the Women's Center for
more than a year.
The Women's Center has persuaded local businesses, community members, and organizations to
donate items, including a free
night at a hotel, a night at a bed
and breakfast, gift certificates of

1316 API)Lf CAft
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and DeJi Sandwiches
from
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many kinds and gift baskets,
Julian said.
Although Kim Price and Cindy
Cothran, both·graduate students,
are the coordinators, everyone in
the office has been involved.
This is the first year the Women's Center has sponsored such a
fund raiser, but the idea is not
new. Price, who received her
undergraduate degree from
Hanover College, was involved in
such an activity there and thought
it would work well here.
Bids for the higher-priced items,
suCh as the hotel nights, will start
at $5, while bidding for the rest of
the merchandise will start from
the first price offered.•
Lists will be displayed next to
the items and anyone can bid to
try to attain a prize.
"'t's friendly competition, with
the proceeds going to an excellent,
worthwhile cause," Julian said.
"'t's fun this way-the people can
remain in suspense to where tfley
stand in relationship with the
other bidders."
Anyone who is interested in
donating something can contact
the Women's Center at 762-3140.

National
Diversity
Month

To subscribe to WDNet calll-800-455-1608
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Seminar helps prepare students to ·protect themselves
By

REkA ASHLEY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Wallring on campus at night can be a scary
experience. Even on a well lit path some students feel ill at ease. For some students carrying pepper spray and mace can offer some security. On Nov. 12 the Murray State Women's
Center is offering an even better option. The
center will be hosting a self defense workshop
in Hart College Coffee House.
"Due to the recent rapes reported on campus,
J~ne Etheridge, the director of the Women's

Conference
benefits
RCA

Center, felt it was important that students
have an opportunity to learn self defense.'' said
Mere<lith Julian, an employee at the center. "It
was also a good way to make students aware of
sexual and domestic violence in accordance
with last month's Be Safe Week."
The seminar aims at teaching what attacks
are most common and the defense moves needed to ward off such attacks. The workshop is
hands-on experience. Jason Hawkins, owner
and instructor at Three Rivers Marshall Arts
Academy, will lead the workshop.
The seminar will cost $5 and atU!ndants are

BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Ten student delegates and two
advisers will attend the South
Atlantic Affiliate of College and University Residence Halls leadership
conference (SAACURH) this weekend.
SAACURH is one of several confer-

r~ •~4-A

·~'fZ r~4-~
'~~,

"The workshop will mainly focus on ground
techniques," said Hawkins. "The reason for
this is that 85 to 90 percent of aU conflicts end
up on the ground. I am looking to help people
escape."
The one thing I hope students will learn is
how to avoid possibly dangerous situations,"
said Hawkins. "I hope they take preventive
measures and never have to defend themselves."
c(

However, Hawkins did have some advice to

ences open to residence college members throughout the year. This year it
wiU take place at Georgia Tech in
Atlanta. The conference theme is
''Planet SAACURH."
Veri Todd, national communications
coordinator for the Residence College
Association, said the conference is an
opportunity for students to gain fresh

ideas for campus programs and develop leadership skills. He added that it
also provides a good opportunity to
expand RCA's communications network.
"This is perfect for RAs because
they gain so many program ideas,"
Todd said. "You learn so much by
meeting other people."

Thanks to the
Brothers of
AL<I>
for a great
Banana Fest
and to the brothers of
A.r P and IIKA
fora great
Farmer's & Firemen!

(6,

,..,,

Nov. 21
7:30p.m.
FREE at Domino's
Sponsored by:

-f[SJ

offer if the incident could not be prevented.
"I want my au<lience to know that there is
hope in an assault situation and that they
should not assume a victim mentality", said
Hawkins." I want them to know they can fight
back."
Hawkins said that karate and teaching self·
defense have given him great personal confidence and enjoyment.
"It makes me feel good to know I can help
people be preventative," said Hawkins. "It is
encouraging to know that I might help save
' ..
their life."

asked to wear comfortable clothes.

The Murray State delegation will
also participate in competitions for
spirit and five-minute skits called roll
calls.
RCA is planning to host the state
division conference, KACURH, in late
February.
Anyone interested in attending a
conference should contact RCA.

JUNPSTARRT
ONLY NEED 6 HOURS TO
dRADUATE?
WHY NOT TAKE 6 HOURS OF
GRADUATE CLASSES ALSO? WHY
TAKE CLASSES YOU DON'T NEED

i
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Barkley Room- Curris Center
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Candid camera

Crew team OK at
Chattahoochee
The Murray State crew
team finished high at the
He.ad of the Chattahoochee meet.
To be specific, the
women placed 22nd out of
42 teams, while the men
placed 23rd out of 35
teams.
The winner of the men's
division was Duke University with a time of 17:13,
two full minutes ahead of
Murray who ran 19:51.
On the women's side,
the ladies of Jacksonville
. University took home the
first place trophy with a
time of 18:59 to Murray
State's 22: 16.
The members of the
crew team will now set
their sights on the Chattanooga indoor rowing
championship in December.

workout
pleases
Gottfried
•Men's basketball: The Gold team, led
by Chad Townsend, defeated the Blue
team in a preseason scrimmage Monday
night at Racer Arena.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Frank Fazi records Racer football practice Wednesday afternoon at
taping Racer football practices and games since 1972.

· Rifle skies over
Xavier on road
The Murray State rifle
teams continued their
skilled marksmanship last
weekend with a win over
Xavier
University in
Cincinnati.
Murray came away from
the Queen City with a
6132-6063 win, led by
sophomore All-American
Marra Hastings, who led all
shooters with 1 166 in
smallbore and 385 in air
rifle.
The final competition is
Nov. 14 when they will
travel to take on Morehead State. Then it's off to
face Kentucky on the 15th.

Racers to face EIU
Saturday afternoon
The Murray State football team will face Eastern
Illinois at I p.m. Saturday
in Stewart Stadium.

. SpotLigbt
jason McKinney,
Sarah Ernst
Jason McKinney and
Sarah Ernst are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
McKinney, senior from
Georgetown, Ill., finished
third overall in helping the
Racers attain second place
at the OVC cross country
championships in Nashville
Saturday.
Ernst. sophomore from
Muskego, Wise., had nine
kills to pace the Racers
against Western Kentucky,
whom they lost to Tuesday.

Hustle Pia v
It's unanimous
In major league baseball,
the American League
rookie-of-the-year and the
National League rookie-ofthe-year were chosen
unanimously in first-place
votes.

Source: ESPN

A gage of the season to come occurred Monday
night, with the annual Blue-Gold scrimmage at
Racer Arena for the men's basketball team.
The Gold team defeated the Blue team 85·82.
The game allowed Head Coach Mark Gottfried
to see where the players were before the exhibiChris Weatherly/The News
tion game Sunday against VASDA.
Stewart Stadium. Fazi has been
"There were some thing'S I liked, and some
things we need to work on," Gottfried said.
"Competition brings out a lot of good things in
people."
Chad Townsend paced the Gold team with 28
points and nine assists, followed by the
Trinidad twosome of Duane Virgil and Marvin
· Gay. Virgil had 21 points and 10 rebounds while
Gay had 16 points.
"There were a lot of things I liked," Gottfried
said. "There is some work that needs to be done
"It's very frustratdefensively. The second half was good. There
ing as a coach. I'm
are some things that we are trying to execute
sure the fans are
offensively."
The Blue team was headed by newcomer Issac
frustrated, too."
Spencer, who scored 30 points and gathered 12
-DENVER JOHNSON,
rebounds, followed by OVC Preseason Player of
RACER FOOTDAU.. COACH
the Year Deteri Mayes, who had 25 points.
Gottfried said this team has competitive spirit.
"One of the strengths of this team is their athyard field goal to win the game for
letic ability," he said. "Our players are still comTech.
.Johnson said he sympathized with
peting - our lineup is yet to be filled."
The guard tandem of Mayes and Townsend
the fans.
made the Preseason All-OVC first team, and
"In coaching, you make plays that
you certainly need to make," he said.
Gottfried said he is ready to have them in the
"It's very frustrating as a coach. I'm
lineup together.
sure the fans are frustrated, too."
"I liked Chad and Deteri, they have the abiliJohnson said he is frustrated with
ty to put it into the hole," he said. "I'd like to
have them on a team, they could be dangerous,
the fact that they aren't in the same
position they were a few weeks ago.
they can feed off one another."
"As the head coach, you can't go
Gottfried said he is also happy with the play
grasping for straws," he said. "A few
of Amell Hamilton and Rod Murray.
weeks ago, we were hoping to win
"When Arnell is 15 feet away and he is open,
the title. Here we sit with two weeks
I ·reel it is a basket," Gottfried said. "Rod is a
to go and we're fighting to have a
player that we are excited to have. (As of Monwinning season."
day) he hasn't had a full practice yet."

Racers lose two straight
•Football: Two Rob Hart field
goals and a touchdown were the
only highlights for the Racers
Saturday at Cookeville, Thnn.
BY GREG STARK
SPoRTS EDITOR

After upholding a 19-game OVC
winning streak, the Murray State
football team has lost two consecutive games after falling .at Tennessee
·
Tech 16-13.
..We had opportunities to win the
game, but didn't," said Head Coach
Denver Johnson. "We haven't been
making the plays that we need to to
change the outcome of the game."
The loss put the Racers at 54 on
the season and probably out of contention for a playoff bid, as the Golden Eagles provided the Racers with
its second upset of the season. The
Racers were upset by Southern Illinois the third game of the season.
Johnson stated that if a few plays
had gone in a better direction, the

season would have been better.
"We're four or five plays from being
7-2," Johnson said. kWe're six or
eight plays from being 8-1. If we play
well we'll have a chance to win."
The Racers struck first with a 37yard Rob Hart field goal in the first
quarter. Tech countered with a
J erome Tillman 1-yard run. The
point-after missed, so the Golden
Eagles held a 6·3 lead.
In the second quarter, the Racers
took the lead again with a 23-yard
pass from Dan Loyd to Wilbert
Smit.h. Roo Hart's point-after was
good, so Murray held a 10-6 lead.
Tech's T.J. Christian put the Golden Eagles ahead again as he scampered into the end zone from the 1.
Casey Roberts point-after was converted, giving Tech a 13-10 lead at
halftime.
Hart then added his second field
goal with seven minutes left in the
third quarter, tying the game at 13,
which it would stay until the end of
regulation.
In overtime, Roberts Acored a 42-

Men's cross country takes second in OVC
·~ross

Nashville Saturday.
As a rf!sult of that finish, the Racers
advance to the NCAA Southeast Region
Division Ill meet at Greenville, S.C.,
Nov. 15.
"The men did fantastic," said Head
BY GR£G STARK
, Coach Bob Doty. "We were picked to get
SPORTS EDITOR
fourth, but we ended up getting second."
The men were led by Jason McKinney,
After one of the most solid seasons in who finished in sixth place overa11.
years, the Murray State men's cross McKinney was followed by Brian
country team finished the season on a Palmer, who finished lOth overall.
high note, finishing second in the OVC
"I was pleased with every one of the
cross country championships m kids, because they did what they .set out

country: The Murray
State cross country team finished
second in the OVC championships
Saturday in Nashville.

to do. They did a fantastic job," Doty
said.
The Racers fmished behind Eastern
Kentucky with 79 points. The Colonels
ended with 30 points.
"We knew that Eastern was out of
reach," Doty said. "We surprised Eastern illinois and Morehead, because they
put all of their money in the distance
program, but we ran at EKU and scared
them."
The Lady Racers finished ftfth at the
championships with · a total of 135
points, 110 behind winner Eastern Ken-

tucky. They were led by Rebekah
Christman, who 'finished in 15th over~.

'

"We finished fifth, and we figured that
was about the highest we could get,
because of injuries earlier in the season," Doty said.
The Racers will now prepare for a trip
to the NCAA Southeast Region Division
III meet at Greenville, S.C.
"They run a 10,000-m meet, and we
usually run 8,000-m, so we will have to
train on distance this week and next
week," Doty said.

Most sporting action occurs on Monday nights
Sports programming on Monday night television is quickly
becoming the program of choice
for millions of television viewers throughout the nation.
Before 1970, sports on
prime-time television seemed
to be a silly fairy tale. It was
not a feaRible idea. One man,
however, decided to change the
face of television forever.
Former NFL Commissioner
Pete Rozelle thought that football was made for prime-time
entertainment. Over the last
27 years, ABC's "Monday Night
Football" has become a fixture
in the top 10 television shows
every week of the NFL season.
It is now a cultural icon.
Everything from merchandising to large football parties
have become commonplace. It
seems to be unimaginable how
sports fans survived without

I

Sports
Talk
JASON
BILLINGSLEY

their weekly dose of footbal1 on
Monday night.
Tbe '90s has seen the b'l'Owth
of sports television programming on Monday nights.
Based on the growth of"Monday Night Football," several of
the more popular sports have
started to be televised on Monday night as well. During the
baseball season, the cable networks TBS, WGN and FX show
regional and national games of
high interest. Hockey, the

fastest growing sport in America, also shows nationally tclevised games on local cable networks and ESPN2.
'rhe ESPN family of networks
also has made college basketball a close rival to football on
Monday night. ESPN shows
double and triple-headers of
college basketball featuring
marquee teams and the best
·basketball conferences in
America during the winter.
ESPN2 also gets into the act
with games from other conferences that ESPN does not
cover, as well as big marquee
match ups like Duke-North
Carolina. FX also shows college
basketball on Monday night,
featuring teams on the West
Coast.
One sport that is rapidly
climbing the ratings may not
be considered a sport by the

general public. I am talking
about professional wrestling.
Don't laugh at that statement.
TNT's WCW "Monday Nitro"
and USA's WWF "Raw is War"
have
made
professional
wrestling one of the most popuJar sports for all ages. It is
especially popular with teenagers and college students.
If you think about it, pro
wrestling covers all the bases
with males and females. Most
of the wrestlers go shirtless,
showing off their bodies for the
ladies. There are several lady
managers and dancers that are
extremely popular with the
guys - if you get my drift. The
shows are designed like soap
' operas, with mild violence,
unbelievable maneuvers and
great acting. There is little
wonder why these shows arc

becoming more popular.
So the next time you ask any
sports fan to do something on
Monday night, beware that you
may not be getting the full ability of that sports fan . The
sports fan may be irritable, and
quick to lose his or her temper.
The only cure is to let them
watch whatever sport they
want, and just wait until Tuesday night for that redecorating
job or that romantic date you
had planned. Just remember
non-sports fans, you can
always watch "Melrose Place"
or "Buffy the Vampire Slayer"
while you wait for that sports
fan to come out of the Monday
night trance.

.Jason Billingsley is a staff
writer for The Murray State
News.
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Racers want EIU

True grit

•P r eview: The Murray
State football team looks to
upset conference leader
Eastern Illinois Saturday
at Stewart Stadium to salvage their season.
B Y GREG STARk
SPORTS EDITOit

Danny Voweii/The News

Kevin No rsworthy, I I, of Kirksey, tosses the football in the Quad Wedne sday afternoon.

A game that might have mattered a few weeks ago is now a
game that will probably be
used to salvage the season,
unless drastic changes occur in
the u pper echelon of the conference.
The Racers take on Eastern
Illinois Saturday, and Head

Coach Denver Johnson satd 1996.
that he is worried about the
The Racers will have guard
Panthers, tied for first in the against their physical and athconference with Eastern Ken- letic ability, J ohnson stated.
tucky.
"They are going to be physi"Eastern lllinois is a good cal and they a re going to pound
ball team," he said. "They are it up there a lot," he said.
big, strong and physical. It "We've got some speed and
seems to me that they get their quickness."
best players out there and mix
Johnson said the team
and match."
matches up well with EIU, but
At this point of the season, that the Racers don't have the
Johnson said that he felt one of size that the Panthers have.
the strong points of the team is
"I think their scheme matchdefense.
es up against our scheme well,"
The history of this match-up he said. "They're a big physical
is pretty even, with Murray team that scares me a lot. We
holding a slight 7-5 advantage. are not a big football team."
The Racers have won the last
Kickoff is set for 1 p.m. Sattwo match-ups, in 1994 and urday at Stewart Stadium.

Prognosticator picks Heels, Jags
Florida St. at North Carolina
This is judgment weekend in college
football. The Michigan at Penn St. match
up and the Florida St. at North Carolina
duel will go a long way in determining
who is national championship contenders
or pretenders. The Seminoles have two of
the most dangerous wide receivers in the
nation in Peter Warrick and E.G. Green.
The two receivers have combined for over
1500 yards of receiving during the year.
FSU's quarterback Thad Busby was a
question mark entering the season, but

Kansas City at Jacksonville

Yick ett'sPicks
jASON YATES

after a slow start, Busby has been impressive. Busby and company will be opposed
by one of the top secondaries in the
nation. The Tar Heels have been one of
the best teams at shutting down the pass
the last few seasons. If they continue this
trend, they should be able to sting Bobby
Bowden's bunch. Yickett's Pick· North
Carolina 28 FJorida St 26

e.u...... llllnolt 27

the 1993 season and lost five of them. The
Chiefs will need to rely on their running
game and defense to get them through
this time without Grbac. The Jaguars are
tied for the AFC Central lead thanks to
the Chiefs victory over the Steelers. Mark
Brunell, the Jags starting quarterback, is
getting into mid-season form.If Jacksonville is to be successful, James Stewart and the rest of the Jaguars's running
backs will have to complement the passing game. Yickett's Pick - Jacksonville
20 Kansas City 10

The battle for AFC supremacy continues in Florida this week when the Chiefs
and Jaguars clash helmet to helmet.
Kansas City dispensed of Jaguar rival
Pittsburgh last week 13-10, but the
Chiefs paid a heavy price for their triumph. Elvis Grbac, Kansas City's starting quarterback, suffered a broken collarbone which will sideline him. Grbac's
injury will leave the leadership role in the
hands of veteran QB Rich Gannon. Gannon has only started seven games since
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J.G. Wt.-ntwonh

1-ll!I&2~1 ·5J7'>.

MR. MI'RCffANT • W.: huy your b:t.cl
<ilC<.i.s l(>r 9')( on the Oc"~l.ul Nn ~wn up
(co, no eqtllJlfll<.'lll, no mmimum. nu glrnrm<ko;!!! c.~u tcxltyll-1!110-4/!.t-'117!1.
CA.SH • for h<~llCO"''IleN Credll J)t()(>lt:m'
undt'fliiOO<l No npplk.':lhon fees. I~
l·i+~. A tllr<'l"t Kt.'ll!U(~'Y lt:n<lt,r. Not II
brnkt·r del>! consollwuon•
Home
impnl\'t'llll.-rtL' p.t)oO' !.and <'OOirJCt.' B3t!
credit OK S W)' dr>bing-.. Wt: 'ume 10
Y<lttr h<~m<!.

OI'.IIT PROt\l.fM~.., • lklp o~v:ubhle
~ 100.000.00 &:htc..'OI\.'!Oiid:ltlon. l.rJW Inter·
ot .. N" fet:s 1-BIXH24.65?4

C:Xpt"llt'll<.'<" IC<lUIMi. Qn-IJ..,-flll lrJinltl)t
~I h .":ll "-ltit>n l«<p pn:sctll
whJic

letmm11 gtett 2nd
I~
\)(>RAI)IO, Vt.slt WWW.It•.tm·l>y-dolllM.COm

arif•ll;ll lak~ in 'rL-nne~...-c·. P.J\·~...r m:.d,,
f'O" .:r & tdepht''"" ao. .<:: to Ouii\'WOC >d
:lnd Pil!<=O" F<lf!(C. fiJIUllenl fin.ondnA.
Call now !!Oll-!i61·S,l';J r.xt. s+l1

A \IOBllE H0.\11] - Fln:tncc: romJl'•ny lu.•
2, 3 & 4 hcdmom •llllllr: nnd muho"'d"'IOfl

EAR!'> $600 + \\'££KIS1!! • Plus h.:ndito;!"
'fruck driver.. tiL"<!dl'<l now!! No t!Xp<:ri·

'>AI likED HEII'l'RS • llr.onga.' • IIIU>xHP •
Angw and mono. l>ue orly spnn~ 19')1; 10

at'Ct'l>' to boat r:tmp on ,\0,000+ .,..,..,, rc:<-re-

J'c:n.Phen/Redux <.lit-t tltu,11.•
liK1 liU!Ten:d hr:ut/lun11 <Xl!Tlplic;Jtlol\5,
~1>U may he enlitled contpt"n.s.~uon. AllOr·
ney Charle><John.""'· 1.ftl0·53'S-S727.

Hap(JJ Hour
$pn~

Rcnlc lialulll:l.' Pany CruL'iCI 6
$279! lndu<b Mc:al•, Fn::e Jl.uties,
T:tn'SI GL'I a Group • Go I'=! Prke.•
lnc:rc:L'i<: :ioclrl • S:lve S~ :.pnnJtbre:lktr.W·
el.~'tml 1~•-x.Ct.W>

expen., 11.ill consnlid.ue your biJL, into

r"'
cttecr, Info hne

c:quity l<<~n free l'l'ller.. p.tt·ka~.
loans. Gn:<!n T = Financbl
1100-.!.21~.»( or fl00.5~17.

mtni•ter~.

Jrr.lrtjlellld\L,, h<>neymt><>n & l'~mily ~al)
in'l. ~inl! V\c:Wl<. 'll'c:ddinl! Chapel'
l/800/119}-7Z74 .
Vac-~tion
LrxlMiOfl

Day~

I.AKP. I.OT BARGAIN' - Sl9.900. ll<·•uUful·
ly ~ uke li«C!."' (l;lrt.'<"l wfth tn<.Tt"tttbk! Smoky M<>Unuin view' & pnv:lt"

RADIO BROADCA..,-nNG • Mcnlor f>w.
wum . ()JINP.'.l'S/SPORTS. All D!l<'li. no

nancm~~o

bnU!hrmlC

iatt:d/ur<.lalned

ln:tdvcnendy lc:Ct

AldUl! Jl~lu:r !lllfiWII~ for M!K1nlo..lt
Ver..ion 5.0 Unopened $1~ 762· 2998 or

11<1 'CK DRI\TR.\ i'oU:t)f() • 160 )Cihl!
"f\l'll now. Nu UN C:I>L lr.tlnin~t ~vall:thiL•
tf quJJ.f>ed !lam 'iOII-BO<J Of more Hom.:
'"'"" Wttkmds. Call: 1-RJO.Sl'>-3237.
THF CLEANER ,· a 13,1XKI nrc;ulatK!O "'<:!'I•
o:m l\enruckr momtnll wily w~h hijllt
.ui'Kbni,, ~k~ o 'f')' editor! fX1J!t! dc:sl~n
t:tlworJ.,mtth who v~lue. <,Mnmun••Y
~•UmJit"n. Wt''R: .111 A.H tklu Crotll(l;IO)'
"""~ll;lpt•r nn the
~ncl we tiL"<-...! a
lt::~m pbyer who c:on 11111Cid 'lot on four·
pt'fl<CIIl .,.._....,, dc'k Cnnt~<t Ron )Cilktn~ .
e<.lttnr, TI1.: c;lt::tl'lt:r, 1• 0 . !lox •I. Hcndt'rYltl, KY 42-4~. lax 50l~l7·276S.
[)RI\'f.R.'> • O'm Gel wh~t you lbervc.

MOlltLE HOM~ LOA :-IS • 5% down. rdi·

ynttr

FEN·PH!!N/RP.OUX

free. Fax l-8f!K.I!I(..jj8J7

- An·ti<• I!Xf>R'Sii ~n OhiO h:t.'<.'<.l
mm(l;ln)' b ....-eking t'Omp;my/ "1\JJOal &
011! lr.IC!ONr:IUel' dri\"\.'00. Pay up to 3'5
CPM plu. h<:rtctil p:l<.l.:!g.:. :\ltL'>I !lave
Cb.-.• A CDI. w/ltazm;u . C'..all nave or Us.t

Jhl•• tor inll'mul purJ.iil~s '" t~lll>'· A.'k

•Girr liV.RRII!D" • Smoley Mountun,,
~l'l".L., 1110!<1 hc::wuful chapel;, chu~it :llftl.

~,....,

tlr.u.tu.••e studc-n~< mil H!l.l().3.~fl.6.l2H roll

DRIVER.~

NEED A WAN · fnt ynur mohok! hunld
Call a ruuon~l lender'• tnll..fm: mohik
home k•Jn hotlln~: Apply fur yc>Ur Irun for
vour mohtle h<>n~e 24 hour. 7 d:tvs a
...M . Ollll.JI!I<. \R24Jiij. It'• fn:cl

MICIDR~nd

'753·1176

INI;.WERIF.'IICI'D! • Free CI>L tr:llning.
l'rc·htrL-d br mmpany. Gu~rJnt<'ed foh if
qu:tlifl,~l lla11ed out ·~· your Ill\!:&. $'\QO.
$700 v.ttkl) fkond'1L' p:tek:i~. 1~55461U, ~ thll 200

AI Ani!U' I1Uil'l. AuL'UOn Nrwemher d •
Sprin!dldd. MO. O:ivi<.l Holnt.:S, nwner
CJtal<>M (4171 •if>ll-2111ii • <417> 11'\9·241'5<4171 HI!2-854S.
ROTATIONAl. - wlli'!Tlilll!" NO\\' :waii-

DROWNING IN DFIITSI • Our linanr:ial
311

oftrmhhle momhly p.l)'fllenl. SIOfl ~~
uon>! Avoid hJnkruptc)'. l·llO(h't~l-llOI.

R;lltk Rq)()o. tJa.,y qualltr anJ

uan.~rer

c-l

ruyntcnL<. 1crm• neJI< ~i.<hlc or n~:tkc: Ctsh

offer. Fn.'t' <':Iii I-&J0.651-462S.

SprlnM llreak wncun & J:tm:tt<'ll $3791
lklflk E:uiy - :>cl\c S'\0! C...t a Group • Gn
Ft=! 1•~ Crty Sl~.... South lle:lch
CR-•n~ CI<.N: ~ ;tm.) $1.29! 'JlnnKflrcaktr:iV•

al

llie MurrnJ ~ill~

d.r:••n I·MOO-I\71\.6386

- ACTNO'fFl CALL LEI.~UIU'\TOUR'> FOR

Place your
classified ads
between 11 :30
and 12:30
every Tuesday for
the rest of the
semester for on~
15¢ per word!!

SPRING BREAI!i PACKAGe; TO SOUTH
PADRI'. CANCUN, JAMAICA ANO FlORI·
DA. IEPSNEI!Dfl) .. TRA\'El. FilEt: ANI)
EARN COM.\IISSIONS. GJlOUP OJ$.
mt..'Nl] FOR (\ OR MORE PEOI'LI'. 800838-8203 or www.Jeltlurdoun.c:om

=:1.0 ftiNG IlEAl: SHOPPING DAD
LUll ~ IS THE TI~P. TO CiUARAN·
TEE HiE !.OWF.~'T RATES ANI> fiEST
HOTEl..'>, PRICF.'i 'lt11J. INCRI!.o\.'i DEC. 2~!
l.ElSl lRI! TOtJitS HAS PACKAGES TO
:SOUlli PAORI:, C'.ANCt:N, jA\1AIC'.A ANO
PLOKIDA. GROl:P IWiCOliNTS I'OR 6
OR
\!ORI:l
80CMI38-8ZO}
or
www~
RE.'iORT;RP.NTAL~

,, BEAtmFUL CANDU'.UGHT- Old ·Pa..h·
1oneJ Wt:<lc.lulJ(. :>rnoky MnuN:Iin.'< tr.1t
G~tltnhurg, O~~-rluokm11 nvtor, horse·
c.lrawn t':lrri.aR<\ <"Jhins, j:KUZ21, Ord:nned
Mini.'olcr.<. So lt'>t'wailing H~nland 1·
H004~7 tVOW'Sl.

Offer ody good for MSU

A IW.AlmFUL • Ch!tptd 1Chun:h Chmtian
wcddlns. Gatllnoorg·b ori!ltn21 !sinr.-c
19f!Ol PI~<JUlKr.lplt)', mu.•k.lklWttl, limori.
j;tcuw \uirc~. lircpbce,. Love Walk llrick.

studen~and

ClgarJzations.

Rev
Ed
Taylnr
I·AOO-i346·2n9.
hupi/11.'WW g:lilinhurgc:tupc!bt.com.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE_
NOW! !

Available Tuesday, Nov. 11
GJ.A)-

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF
PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY
NOW WHILE EARNING 3 HOURS OF COLLEGE CREDIT!
REGISTER FOR YAA 290 THIS SPRING SEMESTER
AND EARN 3 HOURS OF COLLEGE CREDIT WHILE
HELPING PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY.

YAA 290 Current Trends and Issues 9:30-10:45
in Community Service Programs
"Mad City"

CPG-13)

r.o.c-

T & Th

A MINOR IN YOUTH AGENCY ADMINISTRATION MAY ALSO BE
CONSIDERED FROM THE AMERICAN HUMANICS CENTER FOtt
LEADERSHIP IN COMMUN ITY SERVICE.

"1 Know What You

Did Last Summer"
(R)

Matlntts Saturthly & Sunday
.'rfonday-Thursday Nigltts
Student1 pay only $3 witlt MSU J.D.

'

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
ROGER WEIS, 108 CARR HEALTH BUILDING, 762-3808
SPECIAL AH SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS ARE AVAILABLE.

,rur
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Major contributors

SUPPORT

The following is a partial
list of contributors to Bob
Jackson's successful senatorial campaign who have
ties to the University.

Continued from Page 1

Student Government Association President Todd Earwood
drafted a good portion of the
SGA to help with the campaign
by assembling signs in the
SGA office after one of the
organization's
Wednesday
meetings. He also attended the
victory party Tuesday.
Whether or not the support
of these and others had any
real impact on the campaign is
debatable, but regardless,
being on the winning side cannot be construed as in any way
negative for the University. In
fact, even if the support didn't
have a great effect on the election results, Jackson will have
to pay that much more attention to his supporters at MSU.
Joe Rose, an associate professor of political science,
doubts the impact the support
had on the campaign.
"I don't think it had any real
effect on the outcome," Rose
said. "All things being equal, it
would have been a great help,
but in this case, it really wasn't
ever equal.
·
"It was nice Dr. Alexander
and Sid Easley wrote letters to

15

Chris Weatherly/The News
Bob Jackson, I st District senator-elect, talks t o Kern Alexande r,
MSU president, at Tuesd ay night's Jackson victory party

the area papers and supported
him and it may have solidified
some support, but given the
nature of a 69-31 voting outcome, no one group in one town
can affect the outcome that
much. If the question is if he
hadn't of had that s upport
would he have won, tho answer
is yes."
However. in all probability,
the support given to Jackson
by the University added to his
momentous victory. Granted,
Dissinger was fighting an

TUITION
Continued from Page 1
percent increase. For the 1999·2000 school
year, the price will increase another 10.4
percent to $1,480.
Charles Wethington, president of the University of Kentucky, sent a letter to the acting-president of the Post-Secondary Educa-

uphill battle in a district dominated by the Democrats. Also,
since the race was to replace
the late Jeff Green, and Jackson had the support of Green's
widow, it was probably too
much to ask for an upset.
Even so, the University, by
backing a winner, has solidi·
fied its support in Frankfort by
adding a new member who
happens to be a local alumnus.
As far as the University is concerned, nothing bad can come
of that.

tion Council that said, ··It appears the
implements would result in a 10 to 12 percent increase per year and could cause critical and moderate impact on the students."
University of Louisville tuition will have
the same increase as the University of Ken·
tucky, and the extra money will go into a
general fund to benefit things like academic
programs and financial aid.

Kern Alexander.......... $1,000
MSU President
Elizabeth Alexander ... $1 ,000
Kern Alexander's wife
Sid Easley................... $1 ,000
Chair, MSU Board of Regents
Wells T. Lovett ..............$200
Regent
Marilyn Buchanon .........$500
Regent (Her husband and
brother also donated $500)
Buddy Bucklngham ...... $500
MSU Legislative Liaison
Dewey Yeatts................... $50
Director, Facilities Management
Yushln Yoo .................... $300
English Language Institute
Viola Mlller.....................$100
Former MSU employee

Todd Earwood, SGA president,
was also paid $50 for "contract
labor · sign placement."

ELECTION
Continued fro m Page: 1

"Everything was above the
table. After receiving my con·
gratulations gracefully, (Jackson) said that hopefully we can
work together on a project. and
I said I would be glad to be
involved. Other than that, I
have no further plans."
Presently, although ·the
Democrats hold a 20-18 seat
majority in the Senate, the Senate president, Democrat Larry
Saunders of Louisville, was
elected by a Republican con·
trolled coalition.
Jackson said he hasn't really
thought about which of the Senate's factions he will side with
once in Frankfort.
"I'm going up to the state
Senate with clean bands," he
said. "'I have no dirt from either
side."
Jackson said a lot of prepara·
tion lies ahead.
"For the next four to six
weeks I have to work very hard
to prepare for the January ses-

Source: Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance

5000

C.D. Bradley/ Editor-in-Chief

sion, but we're going to roll up
our sleeves and get ready,'' he
said.
Joe Rose, an associate professor of political science at MSU,
explained the race was probably over soon after it began .
..There are probably two or.
three good reasons why Jackson. won the way he did," Rose
said. "Jackson was better organized, and the people in the
party who counted were behind
him. He was well financed. He
was fairly well organized,
which has been a drawback of
some people in this region in
the past. But he really didn't
have much of an opposition.
"Dissinger not well organized
or wen financed, and there's the
possibility the Republicans may .
have decided it was a lost
cause."
The special election was
called after the death of Sen.
Jeff Green in September of a
heart attack. Green, a Mayfield
Democrat, was also a MSU
alumnus, and his widow,
Sharon, was a major supporter
of Jackgon.

Senate election resultS This ia a

county·by·
county breakdown
of voting totals from
Tuesday's election.
Jackson won with
11 ,332 vot~s to
Dissinger's 5,068.
Jackson's totals are
on the right with
Dissinger's on the
left.
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Confucious say: Read
The Murray State New
to gain Great wisdom.
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NIKE

ADIDAS
'

REEBOK

- STARTER - FILA
Includes:

•WarDlups

•NFL J ,a ck ,e ts

•Fleece Separates •All Purpos e ,J ac kets
•Nylon W'indwe a r •V-Neck Pull o vers

Mens - Wornens

Childrens

rS\
f.\

Try Arby's delicious Beef 'n Cheddar sandwich.
Lean and tender roast beef topped with tangy
cheddar cheese sauce, served on a toasted
111 '!I
onion roll. All this at a sensational price you
can't afford to pass up. But hurry because
~~
a sandwich this tempting for a price
~that's even more tempting makes for I JJI
flt
an otter that won't last long.
J

AIbYS

UjJ;l'lrW•I•] •1

.

Arby's
Hwy 64 f North
--------------------------

$, •7

I :up to four sandwiches per coupon

~·

:I

0 119a ....,r'olroc

Present coupon at

j

otorder

H wy 6 41 North

: 10% Off with
1 Murray State 10

Arby' s
Expires 11121

L-------------------------l

SPORTING
GOODS
''EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN rOUR UFE"
O PEt 1 M ond ay • Satudav 9 a.m

Gpm
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Cash back

:Bonus:

It could be

award*

yo

01-ES.EL...................... ,................................
TOWER RECORDS ............ ·~ ................. .
NORTHWEST AIRLINES ...................... .
THE SHARPER IMAGE....................... ..
Cash Advance .............................................................................................

To apply onHne. 80 to WWW.diSCOVefCard.COm
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